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In this paper the problem of performing external validation of the semantic coherence of topic models
is considered. The Fowlkes–Mallows index, a known clustering validation metric, is generalized for the
case of overlapping partitions and multi-labeled collections, thus making it suitable for validating topic
modeling algorithms. In addition, we propose new probabilistic metrics inspired by the concepts of
recall and precision. The proposed metrics also have clear probabilistic interpretations and can be
applied to validate and compare other soft and overlapping clustering algorithms. The approach is
exempliﬁed by using the Reuters-21578 multi-labeled collection to validate LDA models, then using
Monte Carlo simulations to show the convergence to the correct results. Additional statistical evidence
is provided to better understand the relation of the metrics presented.
& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The continuously increasing amount of text available on the
WEB, news wires, forums and chat lines, business company
intranets, personal computers, e-mails and elsewhere is overwhelming [1]. Information is switching from useful to troublesome. Indeed, it is becoming more and more evident that while
the amount of data increases exponentially our storing and
processing capabilities do not grow with comparable speed [2].
This trend strongly limits the extraction of valuable knowledge
from text and thus drastically reduces the competitive advantage
we can gain. Search engines have exacerbated such a problem by
dramatically increasing the amount of text available in a matter of
a few key strokes.
Probabilistic topic modeling (PTM) methods comprise a new and
promising family of unsupervised techniques to model text collections which go toward the direction suggested by Halevy et al. [3].
PTM is a particular form of document clustering and organization used to analyze the content of documents and the meaning of
words with the aim to discover the topics mentioned in a
document collection. Table 1 shows two topics, out of three
hundreds, derived from the TASA corpus, a collection of over
37,000 text passages from educational materials [4].
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A variety of PTM models [5–8] have been proposed, described
and analyzed in the specialized literature. These models differ
among them in terms of the assumptions they make concerning
the data-generating process. However, they all share the same
rationale, i.e. a document is a mixture of topics.
To describe how the PTM model works, let P(z) be the
probability distribution over topics z and Pðw9zÞ be the probability
distribution over words w given topic z. The topic-word distribution Pðw9zÞ speciﬁes the weight to thematically related words.
A document is assumed to be formed as follows: the ith word wi is
generated by ﬁrst extracting a sample from the topic distribution
P(z), then by choosing a word from Pðw9zÞ. We let Pðzi ¼ jÞ be the
probability that the jth topic was sampled for the ith word token
while Pðwi 9zi ¼ jÞ is the probability of word wi under topic j.
Therefore, the PTM induces the following distribution over words
within a document:
Pðwi Þ ¼

T
X

Pðwi 9zi ¼ jÞPðzi ¼ jÞ

ð1Þ

j¼1

where T is the number of topics.
The main idea of PTM can be summarized as follows; a
document is a linear combination of multiple topics (1). A topic
is a probability distribution over a given vocabulary of words.
Therefore, a document can be interpreted as a linear combination
of probability distributions over a given vocabulary, where each
probability distribution, i.e. topic, is associated with a speciﬁc
argument, idea or theme.
Hoffmann [6,9] proposed the probabilistic Latent Semantic
Indexing (pLSI) method which makes no assumptions about how
the mixture weights in (1), i.e. Pðzi ¼ jÞ, are generated. Blei et al. [7]
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Table 1
Illustration of two (out of 300) topics
extracted from the TASA corpus (language
and arts, social studies, health, sciences).
The 10 most probable words (word) for
each topic are listed together with the
corresponding probability value (prob).
Word

Prob

Topic 247
Drugs
Drug
Medicine
Effects
Body
Medicines
Pain
Person
Marijuana
Label

0.069
0.060
0.027
0.026
0.023
0.019
0.016
0.016
0.014
0.012

Topic 5
Red
Blue
Green
Yellow
White
Color
Bright
Colors
Orange
Brown

0.202
0.099
0.096
0.073
0.048
0.048
0.030
0.029
0.027
0.027

improved the generalizability of this model to new documents.
They introduced a Dirichlet prior with hyperparameter a on P(z),
thus creating the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. In 2004,
Grifﬁths and Steyvers [4] introduced an extension of the original
LDA model which associates a Dirichlet prior, with hyperparameter b, also to Pðwi 9zi ¼ jÞ. The authors suggested that the
hyperparameter to be interpreted as the prior observation count
on the number of times words are sampled from a topic before
any word from the corpus is observed. This choice can smooth the
word distribution in every topic with the amount of smoothing
determined by b. The authors showed that good choices for the
hyperparameters a and b will depend on the number of topics T
and vocabulary size W, and that accordingly to the results of their
empirical investigation a ¼ 50=T and b ¼ 0:01 to work well with
many different document collections.
PTM originated in the psychology community where semantic
coherence of topics was evaluated by focusing on replicating
human performances or judgments. This strategy was implemented by performing standardized tests, comparing sense distinctions, and matching intuitions about synonymy [10]. Topic model
validation is an extremely important task which aims to check
whether a PTM is semantically meaningful or not. Indeed, PTMs
assume that the latent space, were topics are projected, is
semantically meaningful and thus it can be exploited to validate
the extracted topics, to summarize a given document corpus and
to guide its contextual exploration. Furthermore, to ignore the
analysis of the internal representation of topic models is in
contrast with their rational and development. Several approaches
have been proposed for topic model evaluation; measures based
on held-out likelihood, sentiment detection or information retrieval as discussed in Chang et al. [10]. Wallach et al. [11] summarized several evaluation techniques based on tools from language
modeling. These techniques measure the ﬁt of the knowledge
learned when applied to unseen documents. The main drawback
of such methods is that they only measure the probability of
observation while the internal representation of the topic models
is ignored. An important exception is offered by Grifﬁths and

Steyvers [8] where the authors have shown that different senses
of a word are correlated with the number of topics that word
appears in. However, Chang et al. [10] pointed out that this is still
not a deep analysis of the structure of the latent space, as it does
not examine the structure of the topics themselves. The problem
of validating topic models without relying on the performance of
a task was recently addressed by Chang et al. [10]. Their work, the
ﬁrst in that direction, shows by means of user studies that some
problem exists when using supervised classiﬁcation predictive
metrics.
In this paper we are concerned with the analysis and validation of the semantic coherence of the results obtained through
PTM and with the problem of their comparison with the results
obtained through alternative models. The proposed approach
consists of transforming each topic model into a ‘‘hard’’ overlapping partition through the discretization of the ‘‘soft’’ document-topic associations. Then, the validation is performed by
exploiting novel probabilistic metrics, based on the interpretations of widely accepted concepts such as ‘‘precision’’ and ‘‘recall’’.
Also, we have generalized the Fowlkes–Mallows index [12,13], an
existing cluster validation metric, in order to make it suitable to
validate overlapping clusterings. The generalization of the FM
index was performed on the basis of its underlying probabilistic
interpretation and allows us to link the Fowlkes–Mallows index
to the semantic coherence of the model rather than to the mere
similarity between cluster partitions. Novel metrics inspired on
the widely known precision and recall concepts are also presented. The proposed validation approach has the following
advantages with respect to existing metrics:

 it offers an explicit probabilistic interpretation;
 it allows to validate overlapping partitions;
 it allows to validate incomplete partitions.
Harmonic mean of precision and recall can be computed to obtain
a combined single-metric measurement of the quality of the
partition. The paper also shows how the proposed metrics allow
to perform a ‘‘drill-down’’ analysis into the individual clusters
(topics) to make straightforward the determination of:
1. which are the best/worst clusters in the partition;
2. which topics are better recalled by any given cluster.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
establish the notation and the main objects involved in our
analysis. In Section 3 we propose a dissection of the Fowlkes–
Mallows index. Section 4 introduces and describes the proposed
metrics to evaluate topic model quality. The results of the
numerical experiments performed on the Reuters-21578 data
set are described in Section 5. Finally, conclusions and research
directions are reported in Section 6.

2. Notation and problem statement
Once the soft-clustering solution of a multi-labeled corpus is
discretized to obtain the corresponding hard-clustering, the
problem to be faced consists in correctly evaluating the quality
of the resulting overlapping partitions. Let us ﬁrst introduce the
terminology and the notation used in the rest of the paper. Every
‘‘hard-clustering’’ problem applied to a multi labeled document
corpus involves the following elements:

 a dataset D ¼ fd0 , . . . ,dn g consisting of n documents;
 a partition of D in K clusters: U ¼ fu1 , . . . ,uK g;
 a partition of D in S classes: C ¼ fc1 , . . . ,cS g.
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In our opinion this is an undesirable property for a topic model
validation corpora, such as Reuters-21578 where classes actually
overlap.1

Table 2
Contingency table.
Classes

Cluster

c1

c2

y

cS

S

u1
u2
y
uK

n11
n21
y
nK1

n12
n22
y
nK2

y
y
y
y

n1S
n2S
y
nKS

n1n
n2n
y
nK n

S

nn 1

nn2

y

nn S

nnn

Most of the existing validation metrics [14] can be expressed
in terms of a 9U9  9C9 contingency table (Table 2) where the
content of each cell nij represents the number of documents
belonging to cluster ui and class cj. In the special case where
clusters do not overlap and the document corpus is uni-labeled,
the following properties hold:
S
1. K1 ui ¼ D;
2. ui \ uj ¼ | 8i,j ¼ 1, . . . ,K with ia j: there is no ‘‘overlap’’ in the
cluster partition;
3. ci \ cj ¼ | 8i,j ¼ 1, . . . ,S with i aj: there is no ‘‘overlap’’ in the
class partition.
In this work we consider the case where the aforementioned
properties cannot be assumed to hold, which happens when:

3.1. Dissecting the Fowlkes–Mallows index
Among the existing cluster validation metrics, a particular
interesting one is the Fowlkes–Mallows index [12,13] (hereafter
referred to as ‘‘FM’’). Using the contingency table notation from
Table 2, the FM index is deﬁned as follows:
 
P nij
ij
2
FM ¼ sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 
ﬃ
P nin P nnj
i
j
2
2



clustering results in some documents being assigned to no
cluster;
the thresholding procedure used to move from soft to hard
clustering results in some documents being assigned to more
than one cluster;
the document corpus is multi-labeled, and thus in principle
every document can be assigned to no, one or more classes.

3. Background
PTM can be thought of as soft-clustering methods that discover probabilistic associations of documents to latent topics.
Therefore, to evaluate the quality of the knowledge extracted
from PTM we can exploit metrics designed to compare heterogeneous soft-clustering methods in text collections. This strategy,
based on external validation metrics, takes full advantage of
multi-labeled corpora. To the best of our knowledge this is the
ﬁrst paper that proposes and develops such an approach. It is
worthwhile to notice that most of the works on external clustering validation deal with the case of non overlapping partitions of
uni-labeled corpora. A comprehensive review of the traditional
metrics used to validate non-overlapping partitions can be found
in [14,15]. A fuzzy clustering validation approach for complete
solutions is presented in [16].
In this section we will focus on dissecting the Fowlkes–
Mallows Index, as being a probabilistic metric which can be
extended to work in the overlapping and incomplete case. Finally,
it is important to clarify that clustering entropy, a probabilistic,
external metric commonly referred in the literature is not
considered in detail in our analysis despite its ability to validate
overlapping clustering solutions. Indeed, a probability distribution over the class variable has to be constructed to compute the
entropy of a cluster. However, such a probability distribution can
be constructed only in the case where the classes do not overlap.

ð2Þ

In order to analyze the FM index, the events associated with the
experiment of randomly sampling two documents d1 and d2
without replacement from D are deﬁned as follows:

 Sun: d1 and d2 belong to the same cluster;
 Snc : d1 and d2 belong to the same class;
 Suc: d1 and d2 belong to the same cluster and class.
To denote the event of d1 and d2 belonging to class cj we write
Sncj whose probability is given by


nnj
PðSncj Þ ¼ 

 the thresholding procedure used to move from soft to hard
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2
 ¼ hðnnn ,nnj ,2,2Þ
nnn

ð3Þ

2
where hðnnn ,nnj ,2,2Þ represents the probability value, according to
the hypergeometric distribution, to obtain two successes in a
sampling without replacement of size 2 from a population of size
nnn that contains nnj successes. In a similar manner, we write Sui n
to denote that d1 and d2 belong to cluster ui, where the corresponding probability value is given by


n in
PðSui n Þ ¼ 

2
 ¼ hðnnn ,nin ,2,2Þ
nnn

ð4Þ

2
The probability of two documents belonging to the same class can
be computed from expression (3) to be
X nnj 
X
1
PðSncj Þ ¼ 
ð5Þ
PðSnc Þ ¼

nnn
2
j
j
2
while the probability of two documents belonging to the same
cluster can be computed from expression (4) to be
X nin 
X
1
PðSui n Þ ¼ 
ð6Þ
PðSun Þ ¼

nnn
2
i
i
2
Finally, the probability of two randomly sampled documents,
without replacement, to belong to the same class and cluster is
X
X nij 
1
PðSuc Þ ¼
PðSui cj Þ ¼ 
ð7Þ

nnn
2
ij
ij
2

1
Certainly, a generalized version of the cluster entropy measure could be
produced by mapping the original class labels into a new set of labels, where each
distinct label combination is transformed into a new, composite class label. We
consider, however that such an approach would be excessively ‘‘strict’’ with the
evaluation of the resulting solutions in terms of semantic coherence.
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Then, the conditional probability that two randomly sampled
documents, without replacement, belong to the same class given
they belong to the same cluster is
 
P nij
ij
2
PðSuc Þ
¼
PðSnc 9Sun Þ ¼
ð8Þ


P nin
PðSun Þ
i

2

while the conditional probability that they belong to the same
cluster given that they belong to the same class is
 
P nij
ij
2
PðSuc Þ
¼
ð9Þ
PðSun 9Snc Þ ¼


P nnj
PðSnc Þ
j

2

It is worthwhile to note that the FM index (2) can be obtained
by computing the geometric mean of the conditional probability
that the pair of sampled documents belongs to the same class
given they belong to the same cluster (PðSnc 9Sun Þ), and the
conditional probability that the pair of sampled documents
belongs to the same cluster given they belong to the same class
(PðSun 9Snc Þ). Therefore, expressions (8) and (9) allow us to write
the following:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð10Þ
FM ¼ PðSnc 9Sun ÞPðSun 9Snc Þ
The previous formulations can also be expressed in terms of
the hypergeometric distribution, deﬁned as the probability of
selecting exactly x successes in a sample of size m, obtained
without replacement from a population of N objects from which k
possess the characteristic of interest. Formally
 

k
Nk
hðN,k,m,xÞ ¼

x



mx

N

3.2. Overlapping partitions
When validating using a multiply labeled corpus, such as
Reuters-21578, the set of ground-truth classes result in overlapping partitions. In such a case the FM index cannot be
computed by using Eq. (2) because the assumption of sampling
without replacement does not hold. The main difﬁculty with
overlapping when computing the FM index is due to the use of
the contingency table notation, which hides the probability being
computed that easily results in making the wrong assumptions
that nin ¼ 9ui 9, nnj ¼ 9cj 9 and nnn ¼ 9D9. The implications of such a
wrong assumptions are shown through the following example.
Example 1
Consider a non-overlapping partition consisting of two clusters and two classes. Let u1 ¼ fd1 ,d2 ,d3 ,d4 ,d5 g with fd1 ,d2 ,d3 g A c1
and fd4 ,d5 g A c2 and let u2 ¼ fd6 ,d7 ,d8 ,d9 ,d10 g with fd6 g A c1 and
fd7 ,d8 ,d9 ,d10 g A c2 . The situation can be conveniently summarized
through the following contingency table:

u1
u2

c2

P

3
1
nn1 ¼ 4

2
4
nn2 ¼ 6

n1n ¼ 5
n2n ¼ 5
nnn ¼ 10

According to (3) and (5) we can compute PðSnc Þ as follows;
P
P
6
10
21
PðSnc Þ ¼ j PðSncj Þ ¼ j hðnnn ,nnj ,2,2Þ ¼ ð42Þ=ð10
to
2 Þ þð2Þ=ð 2 Þ ¼ 45
obtain the correct probability value.
The following class overlapping scenario, due to multi-labeled
documents, is considered. Let c3 be such that fd1 ,d4 ,d8 ,d9 ,d10 g A c3 .
The corresponding contingency table is

ð11Þ

m
In practice, when N is greater than 50 and m=N r 0:10, the
hypergeometric distribution can be conveniently approximated
by the binomial distribution [17]. So, the proposed formalization
serves two goals. On the one hand, it is helpful for computational
purposes as it allows the usage of cost efﬁcient approximations;
on the other hand, it is useful to better understand the properties
of the considered metric.
For instance, by expressions (4) and (6), the probability
of sampling two documents from the same cluster could be
P
rewritten as follows: PðSun Þ ¼ i hðnnn ,nin ,2,2Þ, while the probability of sampling two documents from the same class becomes
P
PðSnc Þ ¼ j hðnnn ,nnj ,2,2Þ. In a similar fashion, we have PðSuc Þ ¼
P
ij hðnnn ,nij ,2,2Þ. Thus, the conditional probabilities expressed
above can be rewritten as
P
ij hðnnn ,nij ,2,2Þ
ð12Þ
PðSnc 9Sun Þ ¼ P
i hðnnn ,nin ,2,2Þ
and
P
ij hðnnn ,nij ,2,2Þ
PðSun 9Snc Þ ¼ P
j hðnnn ,nnj ,2,2Þ

c1

u1
u2

c1

c2

c3

P

3
1
nn1 ¼ 4

2
4
nn2 ¼ 6

2
3
nn3 ¼ 5

n1n ¼ 7
n2n ¼ 8
nnn ¼ 15

Intuitively, we expect the intra-cluster overlap to increase the
value of PðSnc Þ. However, Eq. (5) yields the incorrect result of
31/105, which is smaller than the correct one 21/45. This is due to
the fact that the sampling without replacement assumption no
longer holds. Indeed, there are not ð15
2 Þ ¼ 105 ways to select two
documents, as that would allow to sample the same document
more than once. The correct number of ways to select two
10
elements is still 45 and it is given by ð9D9
2 Þ ¼ ð 2 Þ. However, the
events Sncj to sample two documents from the same class j are no
longer independent. Therefore, they cannot be added as in (5).
Basically, when class and/or cluster overlap exists, the contingency table bins do not represent mutually exclusive events.
Thus, the value of PðSnc Þ when classes overlap exists is given by
X
PðSnc Þ ¼
hð9D9,9cj 9,2,2ÞJðCÞ
ð15Þ
j

ð13Þ

Finally, by geometrically averaging (12) and (13) the new expression for (2) is
P
ij hðnnn ,nij ,2,2Þ
FM ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð14Þ
P
P
i hðnnn ,nin ,2,2Þ
j hðnnn ,nnj ,2,2Þ:
It is worthwhile to mention that Eq. (14) makes it easy to account
the effects of overlapping clusters when computing the FM index.

where J(C) is the probability that a selected pair of documents
belongs to two classes simultaneously, deﬁned by the expression
XX
JðCÞ ¼
PðSncj \ Sncj0 Þ
j j0 4 j

or accordingly to the hypergeometric notation by the following
expression:
XX
JðCÞ ¼
hð9D9,9fSncj \ Sncj0 g9,2,2Þ
j j0 4 j
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However, the above formulas deal with the case where the classes
overlap is restricted to pairs. The case where general classes
overlap is concerned is more complex from both the theoretical
and computational point of view and will be presented in a
different work. Formula (15) is a re-expression of (5) under the
general addition rule of probability for non-independent events.2
For instance, if any of the pairs fðd4 ,d8 Þ,ðd4 ,d9 Þ,ðd4 ,d10 Þ,ðd8 ,d9 Þ,
ðd8 ,d10 Þ,ðd9 ,d10 Þg are sampled, then Snc2 and Snc3 are both true, and
this results in a double count. The correct value of PðSnc Þ is
obtained by subtracting the probability of the classes intersection:
0 
 
 1  
4
6
5
4
B 2
2
2 C
2
B
C
PðSnc Þ ¼ B
þ
þ
C 
 ¼ 0:55
10
10 A
10
@ 10
2

2

2

2

3.3. Incomplete partitions
When hardening a soft-cluster solution we potentially obtain
overlapping and incomplete partitions; thus, the validation
metrics should be sensitive to some form of ‘‘recall.’’ In the FM
index computation the basic assumption would be that the
column marginal totals correspond to the size of the classes,
i.e. nnj ¼ 9cj 9, and that the row marginal totals equal the size
of the clusters. As shown before, such an assumption is false
when an overlapping exists with the same applying to cases
where the clusters are incomplete. Measuring incomplete partitions with the FM contingency table is wrong. Indeed, it incorrectly reduces the number of successes inside the population by
using nin instead of 9ui 9. Furthermore, the possibility of cluster
overlapping has to be taken into account. Therefore, the correct
probability of selecting two documents from the same cluster will
be given by
X
PðSun Þ ¼
hð9D9,9ui 9,2,2ÞJðUÞ
ð16Þ
i

where J(U) accounts for the probability of selecting a pair of
documents belonging to two or more clusters, and it is given by
adding up the probabilities of cluster intersections
XX
JðUÞ ¼
PðSui n \ Sui0 n Þ
i i0 4 i

and by using the hypergeometric distribution
XX
JðUÞ ¼
hð9D9,9fSui n \ Sui0 n g9,2,2Þ
i i0 4 i

It is worthwhile to note that formula (16) is also valid in the
case where clusters do not overlap. However, although FM can be
corrected to take into account some of the effects of partitions’
incompleteness and/or overlap, we consider that its interpretation is more biased toward measuring partition similarity, and
thus we ﬁnd it valuable to study new metrics that can serve
better to estimate semantic coherence.

4. Proposed metrics
In this section, we introduce a version of the FM index
adjusted for overlapping and incomplete clusters. Two overlapping ‘‘precision’’ metrics together with their probabilistic interpretations are given. Finally, we discuss the computation of a kind
of cluster ‘‘recall’’ which can be used to achieve a single metric
performance.
2

Which states that PðA [ BÞ ¼ PðAÞ þ PðBÞPðA \ BÞ
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4.1. Generalized Fowlkes–Mallows index
As discussed in Section 3, if the FM index is expressed in terms
of the contingency table, it cannot be used to validate overlapping
or incomplete clusters. The reason is that while its additive terms
come from the hypergeometric distribution, they would use an
incorrect population size in the case where cluster overlapping is
concerned. However, we have shown that when re-expressing the
FM index in terms of the hypergeometric distribution and by
correcting its formula in order to use the cluster size 9ui 9 and the
class size 9cj 9, the probabilities PðSnc Þ in (15) and PðSun Þ in (16) are
correct under the assumption that the maximum overlap equals
two. Therefore, the last step to obtain a generalized version of the
FM index requires to generalize the computation of PðSuc Þ in such
a way that non-independent events Sui cj are correctly taken into
account. This generalization requires to compute the probability
of the intersection of elementary events. For the whole contingency table the sum of the probabilities of the intersection
between ‘‘bins’’ will be denoted by
XX
JðU,CÞ ¼
PðSui cj \ Sui0 cj0 Þ
ij

i0 ,j0

0

where i 4i and j0 4j and where by using the hypergeometric
probabilities we obtain
XX
hð9D9,9fSui cj \ Sui0 cj0 g9,2,2Þ
ð17Þ
JðU,CÞ ¼
ij

i0 ,j0

Note that the computation of JðU,CÞ requires the creation of an
additional ‘‘overlap matrix’’ consisting of ð9U9  9C9Þ2 elements.
Finally, the generalized result for PðSuc Þ is given by
X
hð9D9,nij ,2,2ÞJðU,CÞ
ð18Þ
PðSuc Þ ¼
ij

Thus, the generalized version of the metric can be deﬁned as
the geometric average of

 the probability that two randomly sampled documents belong
to the same class, given they belong to the same cluster, i.e.
P
ij hð9D9,nij ,2,2ÞJðU,CÞ
ð19Þ
PðSnc 9Sun Þ ¼ P
i hð9D9,9ui 9,2,2ÞJðUÞ

 the probability that two randomly sampled documents belong
to the same cluster, given they belong to the same class, i.e.
P
ij hð9D9,nij ,2,2ÞJðU,CÞ
ð20Þ
PðSun 9Snc Þ ¼ P
j hð9D9,9cj 9,2,2ÞJðCÞ

In conclusion, the generalized version of the FM index, referred
to as GFM, is given by3
P
ij hð9D9,nij ,2,2ÞJðU,CÞ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð21Þ
P
P
i hð9D9,9ui 9,2,2ÞJðUÞ ½
j hð9D9,9cj 9,2,2ÞJðCÞ

4.2. Partial class match precision
This metric is inspired by the notion of precision utilized in the IR
ﬁeld. The partial class match precision (PCMP) measures the
3
We are aware that this formulation may not be accurate on extreme cases of
strongly overlapped collections, however, extending the formulations to work on
such cases is straightforward. Moreover, we will show experimentally that the
hypothetical error, which is in fact an underestimation of actual probabilities is
negligible in real-world corpora such as Reuters-21578.
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probability of randomly selecting two documents from the same
class taken from a randomly sampled cluster. In contrast to FM,
where we are concerned with the random sampling of two documents d1 and d2 from the documents corpus, PCMP requires to ﬁrst
randomly sample a cluster and then to randomly sample two
documents from the sampled cluster. In order to clearly differentiate
both random events, we use S~ cn to denote the event of selecting two
documents belonging to the same class sampled from a given
cluster. Formally, the PCMP metric is deﬁned as follows:
X
PPM ¼ PðS~ nc Þ ¼
PðS~ nc 9ui ÞPðui Þ
ð22Þ
i

where the prior probability of selecting the cluster ui is given by
Pðui Þ ¼ nin =nnn .
PCMP measures the probability of the event S~ nc , i.e. to sample
two documents from the same class, after having randomly
selected a cluster. However, the computation of each individual
PðS~ nc 9ui Þ also needs to be generalized in the case of class overlapping. Therefore, we need to add up the probability of selecting
two documents from each class comprised within the cluster
PðS~ ncj 9ui Þ under the general rule of the addition for non-independent events, which implies discounting the probability of a
success in two classes simultaneously. Thus, each individual
PðS~ nc 9ui Þ would be given by
X
PðS~ ncj 9ui ÞJðui Þ
ð23Þ
PðS~ nc 9ui Þ ¼
j

where Jðui Þ, which represents the probability to sample two
elements from two or more classes when selecting documents
d1 and d2 which belong to cluster ui, is given by
XX
PðfSui cj \ Sui cj0 gÞ
ð24Þ
Jðui Þ ¼
j j0 4 j

The previous equation represents the probability of selecting two
elements from cluster ui that simultaneously belong to two
different classes. Thus, in order to obtain Jðui Þ we need to compute
the individual probabilities of selecting two documents that
simultaneously belong to every distinct pair of classes ðcj ,cj0 Þ
and then add them up to obtain the probability of selecting two
documents that simultaneously belong to any pair of classes. The
expression for the individual probabilities can also be represented
using the formula of the hypergeometric distribution, where the
parameter accounting for the number of successful outcomes is
the number of elements in ui that belong to both cj and cj0 , that is,
the ‘‘overlap’’ between cj and cj0 :
XX
hð9ui 9,9fSui cj \ Sui cj0 g9,2,2Þ
ð25Þ
Jðui Þ ¼

Finally, we should highlight that this metric can be efﬁciently
approximated via a Monte Carlo simulation. Indeed, we will
exploit this method to demonstrate the correctness of the metric.
4.3. Clustering recall
In the IR ﬁeld the ‘‘recall’’ measure represents the probability that
a relevant document is retrieved. Therefore, for the clustering
scenarios under consideration, when the completeness of the partition cannot be assumed, it is critical to provide clear ways to measure
the completeness of the clustering. Let Nc be the total number of class
assignments, given by the sum of the sizes of every class:
X
Nc ¼
9cj 9
j

In overlapping and incomplete clustering we must not rely on the
values of the contingency table to compute recall values, because
they can account for duplicates. They also do not consider elements
not assigned to any clusters.
4.3.1. Class recall
If we are interested in measuring which classes are better
captured by the clustering it is straightforward to compute a class
recall value. We deﬁne this ‘‘class recall’’ as the probability that a
document d, randomly sampled from the class cj, is included in
any cluster:
Rðcj Þ ¼ Pð½d A [ki ui 9cj Þ ¼

9 \ki fui \ cj g9
9cj 9

ð26Þ

In other words, Eq. (26) divides the number of documents,
labeled with class cj that were recalled by any cluster ui, by the
total number of documents labeled with class cj.
4.3.2. Gross clustering recall
From the previous expression and recalling that the probability of selecting a class would be given by Pðcj Þ ¼ 9cj 9=Nc , it is
possible to derive the following unconditional expression to
measure the recall of the whole clustering:
X
Pðd A [ki ui 9cj ÞPðcj Þ
ð27Þ
RU ¼ Pðd A [ki ui Þ ¼
j

where the probability of selecting each class would be given by
9cj 9=Nc . Therefore, (27) becomes
1 X
Rðcj Þ9cj 9
ð28Þ
RU ¼
Nc j

j j0 4 j

4.4. Single-metric performance
This metric is designed to work well with multi-labeled
documents corpus. The name ‘‘Partial’’ comes from the fact that
in a multi-label setting the two randomly sampled elements
d1 and d2 can be associated with many classes. As long as one of
their classes matches we will consider the result to be semantically
coherent, thus a success. We consider that this property of the
metric is a valuable feature to focus on measuring semantic
coherence rather than mere partition similarity. For instance, in
contrast to similarity oriented metrics, more than one clustering
solution can achieve the maximum evaluation in terms of the
PCMP metric. In fact, we can think of two clustering solutions that
will obtain a PCMP value of 1, where any pair of elements sampled
from a given cluster will belong to the same class:

In retrieval and classiﬁcation it is widely known that it is
trivial to achieve high recall at the expense of precision and
viceversa. Thus, traditionally they are averaged into a single
metric, the F-Score.
The traditional F-Score is nothing but the harmonic mean
between precision and recall. Almost any two probabilities can be
averaged in this way. However, for the particular case of topicmodel validation we are interested in balancing the best measurement for semantic coherence with the best measure for
completeness, so our proposed metric is deﬁned by the harmonic
average of Eqs. (22) and (28) to obtain
Fo ¼

(a) Creating one cluster for every class, and assigning all the
elements in ci to ui, so that k ¼ 9C9.
(b) Creating clusters of elements that share exactly the same
class labels.

2PPM RU
PPM þRU

ð29Þ

Notice that the selection of (22) and (28) comes at the expense
of not penalizing some clustering dissimilarities. Thus, if the
ultimate performance criteria is the partition similarity, then
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Table 3
Four out of the 90 topics extracted with the LDA
algorithm running 1000 iterations of Gibbs sampling with parameters value b ¼ 0:01 and a ¼ 0:56.
The 10 most frequent words for each topic are
listed together with their corresponding conditional probabilities. Furthermore, each topic is
associated with its prior probability.
Topic 0

0.0097

Coffee
Brazil
Said
Export
Quotas
Quota
Producers
ICO
Brazilian
International

0.0620
0.0397
0.0372
0.0348
0.0261
0.0220
0.0183
0.0166
0.0154
0.0153

Topic 2

0.0081

Price
Prices
Oil
Effective
CTS
Crude
Increase
Raised
Barrel
Raises

0.0623
0.0468
0.0336
0.0280
0.0223
0.0218
0.0211
0.0209
0.0201
0.0186

Topic 49

0.0127

Rate
Rates
Interest
PCT
Cut
Bank
Market
Money
Prime
Point

0.0945
0.0771
0.0551
0.0484
0.0354
0.0267
0.0227
0.0216
0.0204
0.0163

Topic 56

0.0110

Wheat
Agriculture
US
USDA
Corn
Grain
Program
Farm
Said
Farmers

0.0365
0.0340
0.0330
0.0322
0.0298
0.0285
0.0278
0.0265
0.0235
0.0197

the GFM may be a best metric of choice. Both components of the
Fo metric are micro-averaged so that every document has the
same weight on the result. The micro-averaging effect is achieved
by the marginalization step performed in (22) and (28) in order to
work with unconditional probabilities.
5. Numerical experiments
Experimental evidence of the correctness of the theoretical
formulations together with some insights on their characteristics
are presented by using the Reuters-21578 corpus, ModApte split,
including only documents labeled with topics.
Documents with less than 10 unique words were discarded while
train and test documents were all included into the analyzed
documents corpus. Therefore, a total of 10,468 documents were used
which are labeled with 117 ground-truth classes.
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5.1. Topic extraction
For demonstration purposes, the used algorithm was LDA
(b ¼ 0:01, a ¼ 50=K) running 1000 iterations of Gibbs sampling.
The proposed measurement techniques require a discretization of
the document-topic assignments. Thus, to show the effects of the
discretization on the measurement we generated models using
document-topic probability thresholds t equal to 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.25
and a number of topics K equal to 10, 30, 50, 70, 90 and 117. Four
topics extracted by LDA, in the case where K¼90, are shown in
Table 3. Each topic is associated with its prior probability Pðzi Þ while
each word is associated with its conditional probability Pðwi 9zi Þ.
5.2. Empirical approximation to the metrics
The correctness of the GFM and Fo formulations has been
demonstrated by Monte Carlo simulation. Algorithm 1 for the
estimation of the GFM metric can be summarized as follows:
(i) randomly sample a pair of documents, (ii) check if they belong
to the same class, (iii) check if they belong to the same cluster,
(iv) check if they belong to the same class and cluster and v) compute
estimates for PðSuc Þ, PðSnc 9Sun Þ, PðSun 9Snc Þ and GFM (lines 16–22).
Algorithm 1. Approximation to GFM
Require: D ¼ fd1 , . . . ,dN g, the input documents and maxTrials,
the maximum number of trials.
Ensure: G, the empirical approximation to the Generalized
Fowlkes–Mallows index GFM.
ClaSet(d) and CluSet(d) return respectively the set of classes
and clusters associated with document d. SampleDocsPair(D)
randomly samples a pair from the set of documents D.
1: sameClassFreq’0
2: sameClustFreq’0
3: sameClassAndClustFreq’0
4: for trials¼1 to maxTrials do
5: sameClass’False
6: sameClust’False
7: dx ,dy ’SampleDocsPairðDÞ
8: if fClaSetðdx Þ \ ClaSetðdy Þg a| then
9:
sameClassFreq’sameClassFreqþ 1
10:
sameClass’True
11: end if
12:
13:
14:
15:

if fCluSetðdx Þ \ CluSetðdy Þg a | then
sameClustFreq’sameClustFreq þ 1
sameClust’True
end if

16:
17:
18:

if (sameClass4sameClust) then
sameClassAndClustFreq’sameClassAndClustFreq þ 1
end if

19:
20:
21:

Puc ’sameClassAndClustFreq=trials
Pnc ’sameClassFreq=trials
Pun ’sameClustFreq=trials
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
G’ PPuucn  PPucnc

22:

23: end for
24: return G

Algorithm 2 estimates PCMP and Fo as follows: (i) sample a
cluster, (ii) sample two documents from it and check if they
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belong to the same class, (iii) sample a class cx, then sample a
document dz from cx and check if it is included in the clustering
solution (lines 15–19) and (iv) compute estimates for PðS~ nc 9ui Þ,
RU and Fo (lines 20–22).
Algorithm 2. Approximation to Fo
Require: U ¼ fu1 , . . . ,uk g, the set of clusters, C ¼ fc1 , . . . ,cs g, the
set of classes and maxTrials, the maximum number of trials.
Ensure: F0 , the empirical approximation to Fo.
SampleClass(C) randomly samples an element from the set of
classes C. SampleClust(U) randomly samples an element from
the set of clusters U. SampleDocClass(c) randomly samples a
document associated with the class c. SampleDocsClust(u)
randomly samples a pair of documents associated with the
cluster u.
1: sameClassGivenClustFreq’0
2: recDocsFreq’0
3: RecalledDocs’|
4: for all uj A U do
5: RecalledDocs’fRecalledDocs [ uj g
6: end for
7: for trials ¼ 1 to maxTrials do
8:
9:
10:
11:

sameClass’False
sameClust’False
ux ’SampleClustðUÞ
dx ,dy ’SampleDocsClustðux Þ

12:
13:
14:

if fClaSetðdx Þ \ ClaSetðdy Þg a | then
sameClassGivenClustFreq’sameClassGivenClustFreq þ 1
end if

15:
16:

cx ’SampleClassðCÞ
dz ’SampleDocClassðcx Þ

17:
18:
19:

if (dz A RecalledDocsÞ then
recDocsFreq’recDocsFreq þ 1
end if

20:
21:

PPM ’sameClassGivenClustFreq=trials
RU ’recDocsFreq=trials

22:

PM RU
F0 ’ 2P
PPM þ RU

23: end for
24: return F0

Results of an individual simulation for K ¼90, t ¼0.2, are shown
in Fig. 1 where the convergence pattern of the empirical measurements to their correct values is depicted.
5.3. Relation of GFM and overlapping Fo
We are interested to measure how sensitive the Fo, PCMP and
GFM metrics are with respect to the document-topic discretization probability threshold (t) and the number of topics (K).
Furthermore we are interested to measure how the presented
metrics correlate to each other. Therefore, we think it is important
to report two statistical measures. First, in Table 4 we present the
results of a cross-correlation tab between GFM and the components of Fo for the overall data set.
In Table 4 it is possible to observe a high correlation between
GFM and Fo, although not high enough to make the metrics

Fig. 1. Monte Carlo approximation of GFM and Fo.

Table 4
Correlation matrix for the following metrics; Fo, GFM, PCMP and Recall.

Fo
GFM
PCMP
Recall

Fo

GFM

PCMP

Recall

1
0.57
0.91
 0.04

1
0.33
0.38

1
 0.41

1

Table 5
Two-factor ANOVA of the Fo and GFM metrics, statistics and p-values associated
with the number of topics (K) and the probability threshold (t) factors.
Factor

Fo

GFM

Number of topics (K)
Probability threshold (t)

0.0523
0.0004

0.5105
0.1267

redundant. Recall is positively correlated with Fo and GFM while it
is negatively correlated with Precision; this property is widely
acknowledged in the retrieval ﬁeld. A two-factor analysis of
variance has been performed to evaluate the impact of the
following factors; number of topics and probability threshold on
the considered measurements.
The results, summarized in Table 5 show that both factors, the
probability threshold (t) and the number of topics (K), have a
statistically signiﬁcant effect on the Fo metric with conﬁdence of
above 94%, while this effect can only be moderately noticed on
the GFM metric for the probability threshold factor with a
conﬁdence of about 88%. A potentially important consequence
of the higher sensitivity of the Fo metric is that it becomes the
natural candidate to perform model selection analysis.

6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have shown that it is possible to measure the
semantic coherence of topic models by considering them to be special
instances of soft-clustering algorithms and then using multi-labeled
corpora as external validation input. In order to accomplish this goal,
we have generalized existing metrics designed to evaluate nonoverlapping partitions like the Fowlkes–Mallows Index. We have also
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proposed metrics with more straightforward probabilistic interpretations and of easier implementation. In both cases we have shown the
correctness of the formulations by empirically approximating the
predicted values through Monte Carlo simulation.
The usage of annotated collections to compute the validation
metrics as proposed in this work, will result in additional methodological beneﬁts for the research on probabilistic topic models. For
instance, the approach will enable automated validation of models,
therefore, producing a signiﬁcant acceleration of the development–
validation cycle. In addition, more robust and objective comparisons
between independently developed models will be possible as objections related to the repeatability of experiments, such as judge
selection or expertise, will be eliminated. All of the aforementioned
beneﬁts will be obtained while preserving the usage of valuable
human input as the ultimate benchmark of model quality.
In future works we are interested in discussing how the different
properties of a topic modeling algorithm like completeness, similarity
between partitions or semantic coherence are stressed by the
different metrics. Moreover, although this metric is already based
on human input, it would be useful to more clearly visualize the
predictive power of such probabilistic metrics on the performance of
machine learning tasks like classiﬁcation or retrieval.
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